HEALTH+ HAPPINESS

sweat
His vs. Her

Whoever said that “men perspire, women glow”
never sweated through a Spinning
class or a first date. You and he both have
2 to 4 million sweat glands,
but they play by sex-specific rules.
BY SARI HARRAR

THE DETAILS
SURPRISE WORKOUT
SWEAT ZONE

Guys tend to
gush from their
upper backs.

+

HIS SWEAT
SMELLS LIKE…

Cheese

+
WHAT IT DOES
TO HER

The aromas in male
sweat can make
women feel more
relaxed. They may
even trigger a
burst of hormones
that promote female
fertility.

MEN

WOMEN

WHO SWEATS HARDER?
Guys’ bodies activate a
smaller number of sweat
glands than women’s do
when they exercise, but
those glands work harder.
So along with shedding
more water, men lose more
sodium and other minerals
known as electrolytes.

Women activate more sweat
glands during exercise. But
if you’re not in shape yet,
you have to reach a higher
body temperature before
you’ll even start sweating.
Stay cool by being active
in the morning or evening,
when it’s less warm out.

NERVOUS SWEAT
Anxiety and tension
stimulate a sweaty mix
of water and fat that’s
chemically different
from what flows on a hot
day. “Stress-formula anti
perspirants can mask its
odor—at least so other men
can’t smell it,” says Charles
J. Wysocki, Ph.D., of the
Monell Chemical Senses
Center in Philadelphia.

Her stress sweat—and its
odor—also differs from
hot-weather sweat. “It may
have evolved to warn others
of danger,” says Dee Anna
Glaser, M.D., a dermatologist
at St. Louis University.
But guys might not pick
up on your jitters, as
their noses are more easily
distracted by cover-up
scents like deodorant.

EXTRA-HEAVY SWEATING
About three in 100 people of
both sexes have a condition
called hyperhidrosis, where
they can sweat through
clothes in minutes or hours.
Prescription antiperspirants
are a start, but you may
need nerve-blocking drugs
(anticholinergics) like those
used for intestinal spasms.
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Women with hyperhidrosis
are slightly more likely to
have ultra-wet underarms,
often controllable with
prescription antiperspirants.
When those don’t work,
some people have
underarm Botox injections,
which block the nerves that
trigger sweat glands.

2 CUPS
Average
amount women
sweat
per hour while
exercising

THE DETAILS
SURPRISE WORKOUT
SWEAT ZONE

Women give
off water from their
arms and hands.

+

HER SWEAT
SMELLS LIKE…

Onions and
grapefruit

+
WHAT IT DOES
TO HIM

The smell of her
perspiration may
boost a guy’s
testosterone level and
even make him want
to do something risky,
like gamble
for high stakes.
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4 CUPS
Average
amount guys
sweat
per hour while
exercising

